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Abstract: The Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is commonly accepted as a viable technology to convert
from low to medium temperature geothermal energy into electrical energy. In practice, the reference
technology for converting geothermal energy to electricity is the subcritical simple ORC system.
Over time, geothermal ORC plants with more complex configurations (architectures) have been
developed. In the open literature, a large number of advanced architectures or configurations
have been introduced. An analysis of the scientific literature indicates that there is some confusion
regarding the terminology of certain advanced ORC system architectures. A new categorization of
advanced configurations has been proposed, with a special emphasis on the application of geothermal
energy. The basic division of advanced plant configurations is into dual-pressure and dual-stage
ORC systems. In this study, the real potential of advanced ORC architectures or configurations to
improve performance as compared with the simple ORC configuration was explored. The research
was conducted for a wide range of geothermal heat source temperatures (from 120 ◦C to 180 ◦C)
and working fluids. Net power output improvements as compared with the basic subcritical simple
ORC (SORC) configuration were examined. The ability to produce net power with different ORC
configurations depends on the magnitude of the geothermal fluid temperature and the type of
working fluid. At a lower value of geothermal fluid temperature (120 ◦C), the most net power of
18.71 (kW/(kg/s)) was realized by the dual-pressure ORC (DP ORC configuration) with working
fluid R1234yf, while the double stage serial-parallel ORC configuration with a low-temperature
preheater in a high-temperature stage ORC (DS parHTS LTPH ORC) generated 18.51 (kW/(kg/s))
with the working fluid combination R1234yf/R1234yf. At 140 ◦C, three ORC configurations achieved
similar net power values, namely the simple ORC configuration (SORC), the DP ORC configuration,
and the DS parHTS LTPH ORC configuration, which generated 31.03 (kW/(kg/s)) with R1234yf,
31.07 (kW/(kg/s)) with R1234ze(E), and 30.96 (kW/(kg/s)) with R1234ze(E)/R1234yf, respectively.
At higher values of geothermal fluid temperatures (160 ◦C and 180 ◦C) both the SORC and DP ORC
configurations produced the highest net power values, namely 48.58 (kW/(kg/s)) with R1234ze(E),
67.23 (kW/(kg/s)) with isobutene for the SORC configuration, and 50.0 (kW/(kg/s)) with isobutane
and 69.67 (kW/(kg/s)) with n-butane for the the DP ORC configuration.

Keywords: Organic Rankine Cycle; dual-pressure ORC; double stage serial-parallel ORC configuration;
geothermal energy

1. Introduction

In the future, mass production of electricity from renewable sources is planned to
achieve the set targets of reducing CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gases into the
Earth’s atmosphere. One of the largest sources of renewable energy is geothermal energy.
Geothermal energy is renewable energy obtained by using heat from the interior of the
Earth. It has been estimated that, at earth depths up to 3000 m, there are 43,000,000 EJ
of geothermal energy [1] stored. The temperatures of geothermal sources range from
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50 ◦C to 350 ◦C. Medium and low enthalpy geothermal resources are usually found in
continental regions and are largely widespread. Astolfi et al. [2] determined that low
and medium enthalpy geothermal fields had temperature limits from 120 ◦C to 180 ◦C.
Low and medium enthalpy geothermal resources represent attractive sources for electrical
power production. When low and medium water-dominated geothermal resources are
available, binary cycle (indirect) power plants can be used. It is estimated that 70% of the
total geothermal sources belong to water-dominated low and medium enthalpy resources
with temperatures below 150 ◦C [3]. In binary power plants, two thermodynamic cycles are
used, namely the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and Kalina Cycle (KC) [4]. Binary power
plants use low boiling working fluids that are more suitable to use under these geothermal
conditions [5,6]. A comparative thermodynamic analysis between the Organic Rankine
Cycle (ORC) and Kalina Cycle (KC) systems have shown that the ORC system achieves
higher work production and better cost-effectiveness at low and medium temperature heat
sources (from 90 ◦C to 150 ◦C) [7].

LeCompte et al. [8] reviewed advanced ORC architectures (or configurations) for
waste heat recovery (WHR), and multiple evaporation pressures (MP) were among the
proposed advanced ORC configurations. The authors asserted that multi-pressure Organic
Rankine Cycle plants had not been analyzed extensively in the open literature.

The basic idea of a two-stage evaporation strategy is to improve system performance
by decreasing the irreversibility involved in the heat transfer process between the heat
source fluid and working fluid in an ORC plant. Therefore, heat is transferred into the ORC
plant, and due to the irreversibility reduction in the cycle, more net power is generated.
There is a good temperature match between the heat source fluid high-temperature side
and the working fluid high-pressure evaporation conditions in the high-temperature ORC
stage. The same conclusion is valid for the heat source fluid low temperature side and the
low pressure evaporation conditions in the low temperature ORC stage.

The two-stage evaporation strategy can be realized in two different ways. The first way
is to divide the flow of the working fluid in the ORC plant into two parts. The first part of
the working fluid flow, which is compressed by the pump to the appropriate high pressure,
exchanges heat with the heat source fluid at its inlet temperatures. After that, the heat
source fluid exchanges heat with the other part of the working fluid flow, which is under a
correspondingly lower pressure (and temperature). This is referred to as the high-pressure
(HP) and low-pressure (LP) parts of the ORC plant. In the literature, these types of plants
are most often called dual-pressure (DP) or two pressure level ORC configurations. Another
way is that the heat source fluid exchanges heat with two separate ORC plants (or stages).
The heat source fluid exchanges heat with the first stage, which has the high temperatures
necessary to achieve the appropriate temperature match. Therefore, this first ORC stage is
called the high-temperature stage (HTS). Then, the heat is exchanged with another ORC
stage that has correspondingly low temperatures. This stage of the ORC plant is called
the low-temperature stage (LTS). Such ORC plants are commonly referred to as double
stage (DS) ORC configurations, since they consist of a high-temperature stage (HTS) and a
low-temperature stage (LTS) in which the working fluids may or may not be the same.

In recent years, the thermodynamic performance of dual-pressure (DP) ORC config-
urations has been extensively investigated. Stijepovic et al. [9] emphasized that it was
possible to achieve significant improvements in a plant’s performance (as compared with
the standard SORC) by introducing multiple pressures. They also concluded that the ad-
dition of a third pressure level did not provide significant improvements in ORC plant
performance. There were several variants within the DP ORC configurations with respect to
the arrangement of pumps and turbines in the plant. It was determined by the analyses that
the best DP ORC plant performance was achieved with a serial arrangement of low-pressure
and high-pressure pumps [10] and a serial or induction arrangement of high-pressure and
low-pressure turbines [11]. Guzovic et al. [12] determined that, in the case of the geothermal
field Velika Ciglena (175 ◦C), the DP ORC configuration achieved slightly lower thermal
efficiency, but considerably higher both exergy efficiency and net power output as compared
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with a simple ORC (SORC) plant. Manante et al. [13] conducted a comprehensive com-
parison of the thermodynamic characteristics of SORC and DP ORC configurations under
subcritical conditions for geothermal heat sources in the temperature range from 100 ◦C to
200 ◦C. At lower geothermal fluid temperatures (100–125 ◦C), the net power output from the
DP ORC was considerably higher, but at higher geothermal fluid temperatures (150–200 ◦C)
this advantage of the DP ORC configuration was significantly reduced.

Double stage (DS) ORC configurations can be divided into three basic groups, which
differ in the distribution of the heat flow exchange between the heat source fluid and the
working fluids in the individual stages. In the first group of DS ORC plants, serial heat
exchange takes place between individual stages of the ORC plant and the heat source fluid
(serial DS ORC group). First, the HTS exchanges heat with the heat source fluid, followed
by the LTS. HTS and LTS can be realized with or without an internal heat exchanger (IHE).
In the serial DS ORC group, we have the following configurations: serial DS ORC with an
IHE in an HTS (DS HTSIHE ORC) [14], serial DS ORC with an IHE in an LTS (DS LTSIHE
ORC) [15], serial DS ORC with an IHE in an HTS and an LTS (DS 2×IHE ORC) and serial
DS ORC with two SORCs (DS 2×SORC) [16].

In the second group of DS ORC plants, serial-parallel heat exchange takes place
between individual stages of the ORC plant and the heat source fluid (serial-parallel DS
ORC group). The serial-parallel DS ORC configuration can be performed in two ways.
In the first, variant heat is first exchanged serially between the heat source fluid and the
HTS and LTS; this is followed by parallel additional preheating of the working fluids in
both stages. Therefore, high-temperature (HT) and low-temperature (LT) preheaters (PH)
exist in both ORC stages. The flow of the heat source fluid is divided (after preheating the
working fluid in the HTPH in the LTS) in the appropriate ratios, and then each parallel flow
heats the working fluid in the low-temperature preheaters (LTPHs) in each stage of the
ORC plant. This variant of the plant can be called the DS serial-parallel ORC configuration
with LTPHs in both ORC stages (DS par2×LTPH ORC). Kanoglu [17] conducted an exergy
analysis of a geothermal power plant that operates commercially in Nevada (USA) and
has a DS par2×LTPH ORC configuration. Heberle et al. [18] performed a thermodynamic
analysis of the commercial geothermal power plant Kirchstockach (Germany), in which
another variant serial-parallel DS ORC configuration was made. In this configuration, the
serial heat exchange was completed in the LTS evaporator. After that, the heat source fluid
flow was divided into two parts. The heating of the working fluid in the LTS preheater and
the HTS low-temperature preheater (LTPH) was performed in parallel modus. After that,
these two floes merged again and were pumped into the ground through the reinjection
well. This variant of the plant configuration can be called the DS serial-parallel ORC
configuration with a LTPH in an HTS ORC (DS parHTSLTPH ORC). In this variant of the
ORC configuration there was a single-stage preheating of the working fluid in the LTS.
The authors of same paper concluded (after the analysis of the scientific literature) that
there was some confusion regarding the terminology of certain advanced ORC system
configurations. Consequently, a categorization of advanced two-stage evaporation ORC
configurations was proposed in this article, which is shown in Table 1. Liu et al. [19]
performed an exergy analysis for this ORC configuration, which has been rarely considered
in the scientific literature, especially for geothermal heat sources.

Table 1. Categorization of advanced two-stage evaporation ORC configurations (wf, working fluid).

Advanced
two-stage

evaporation
ORC configu-

rations

DP Serial Pump Arrangements and Serial or Induction Turbine Arrangement 1×WF

DS
serial DS HTSIHE ORC DS LTSIHE ORC DS 2×IHE ORC DS 2×SORC ORC

1×WF
or

2×WF
ser./par. DS parHTSLTPH ORC DS par2×LTPH ORC

cascaded DS casLTSPH ORC DS casnoLTSPH ORC

In the third group of DS ORC plants, cascaded heat exchange takes place between
individual stages of the ORC plant (cascaded DS ORC group). In the cascaded DS ORC
configuration, the condenser of the upper stage high-temperature stage (HTS) acts as the
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evaporator and preheater of the lower stage low-temperature stage (LTS). One variant of
this configuration is the DS casnoLTSPH ORC, in which the entire heat for preheating and
evaporation of the low-temperature stage (LTS) is provided through condensation of the
working fluid in the high-temperature stage (HTS). Another variant is the DS casLTSPH
ORC, in which the working fluid in the LTS is partially preheated using a heat source fluid
after the HTS and the rest of the heat is supplied by the HTS condenser. The cascaded ORC
configuration has been proposed for waste heat recovery [20,21] (DS casnoLTSPH ORC)
and for power production from geothermal sources [22] (DS casLTS PH ORC).

In this paper, the thermodynamic characteristics of the selected ORC configurations are
compared in such a way that the maximum values of the net power output are determined
as the goal of the optimization process. The thermodynamic characteristics of the following
four configurations are compared: simple ORC (SORC), dual-pressure ORC (DP ORC),
double stage (DS) serial-parallel ORC configuration with a low-temperature preheater
(LTPH) in a high-temperature stage (HTS) ORC (DS parHTSLTPH ORC), and serial double
stage (DS) ORC with an internal heat exchanger (IHE) in a high-temperature stage (HTS)
ORC (DS HTSIHE ORC). Heat sources are low and medium enthalpy geothermal fields
that have temperatures from 120 ◦C to 180 ◦C. All ORC plants have a mode of operation
in subcritical conditions, and the working fluids must be environmentally friendly. To
the best of our knowledge, in the scientific literature, there is no thorough systematic
assessment of the thermodynamic potential of the suggested ORC configurations suitable
for the production of electrical energy from geothermal sources. This claim was supported
by a previous study of the published literature, in which certain configurations of ORC
geothermal plants had been mainly analyzed as stand-alone systems at certain temperatures
of geothermal sources, or some of the configurations had been analyzed as industrial waste
heat recovery systems. Therefore, a comprehensive analysis has not been conducted on
the electrical energy production potential of the selected ORC configuration in different
geothermal conditions.

2. Methodology
2.1. System Description

In this paper, the characteristics of four configurations of ORC geothermal plants were
studied. The selected configurations of the ORC plants are shown in Figure 1, while their
corresponding Ts diagrams (temperature-entropy) are shown in Figure 2. The simplest
configuration of the present ORC plants is the simple ORC, shown in Figure 1a (thermody-
namic scheme) and Figure 2a (Ts diagram). Thermal energy from the geothermal flow is
transferred to the working fluid in the superheater, evaporator, and preheater. Then, the
geothermal water is reinjected back into the geothermal well. The produced working fluid
vapor goes to the turbine where the energy taken from the working fluid is converted into
mechanical work, and in the electric generator the generated mechanical work is converted
into electricity. After the turbine, the working fluid is brought to the initial thermodynamic
state by cooling with air (or water) in the desuperheater, condenser, and subcooler, and
then compressed in the pump to the evaporation pressure.
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The dual-pressure ORC configuration (DP ORC) is shown in Figure 1b, while its
corresponding Ts diagram is shown in Figure 2b. As the name suggests, in this configura-
tion, the process of heat exchange between the geothermal fluid and working fluid takes
place under two working pressures (i.e., high and low). The total working fluid flow is
compressed to low pressure (LP) by means of a low-pressure pump (LPP). After that, the
total working fluid flow is heated in a low-pressure preheater (LPPH), after which the
working fluid flow is separated into low-pressure flow and high-pressure flow. Thermal
energy from the geothermal flow is exchanged, first, with the high-pressure working fluid
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flow in the high-pressure superheater (HPSH), evaporator (HPEV), and preheater (HPPH),
and then with the low-pressure working fluid flow in the low-pressure superheater (LPSH),
evaporator (LPEV), and preheater (LPPH). After that, the geothermal fluid is reinjected
into the geothermal well. This ORC configuration has a serial or induction turbine ar-
rangement, which means that the high-pressure fluid flow (after superheating) enters the
high-pressure turbine (HPT) where it expands to low pressure. The output flow from the
HPT is mixed with the low-pressure working fluid flow, and this joint flow enters the
low-pressure turbine (LPT), where it expands to the condenser pressure. After the LPT,
the total working fluid flow goes to the air-cooled condenser (or cooling tower) where it
condenses and is subcooled. The subcooled working fluid flow in the low-pressure pump
(LPP) is compressed to low pressure.

The double stage serial-parallel ORC configuration with a low-temperature preheater
in a high-temperature stage (DS parHTS LTPH ORC) is shown in Figure 1c, while its
corresponding Ts diagram is shown in Figure 2c. The mentioned configuration consists of
two separate ORC plant stages: the high-temperature stage (HTS) and the low-temperature
stage (LTS). In each of the ORC stages, there can be the same working fluid, or different
working fluids. The geothermal fluid exchanges heat with the working fluid in the high-
temperature stage (HTS), first, with the superheater (HTSSH), then with the evaporator
(HTSEV), and finally with the high-temperature preheater (HTSHTPH). After that, the
geothermal fluid exchanges heat with the working fluid in the low-temperature stage (LTS),
first, with the superheater (LTSSH), and then with the evaporator (LTSEV). After leaving the
LTSEV, the geothermal fluid flow is divided into two separate flows. First, the geothermal
flow goes to the low-temperature stage preheater (LTSPH), while the other geothermal
flow goes to the high-temperature stage low-temperature preheater (HTSLTPH). After
preheating, both geothermal flows are mixed again, and the geothermal fluid is injected
into the geothermal well. The specificity of this ORC configuration is two-level preheating
(low-temperature preheating and high-temperature preheating) of the working fluid in
an HTS and parallel low-temperature preheating of working fluids in an HTS and an LTS
by dividing the geothermal fluid flow into two parts. The HTS and LTS have their own
turbines, condensers, and circulation pumps.

The serial double stage ORC configuration with internal heat exchanger (IHE) in a
high-temperature stage (DS HTSIHE ORC) is shown in Figure 1d, while its corresponding
Ts diagram is shown in Figure 2d. This configuration consists of two separate ORC plant
stages: a high-temperature stage (HTS) and a low-temperature stage (LTS). The HTS has
an internal heat exchanger (IHE) or recuperator, and the LTS is the SORC cycle. Ss in the
previous ORC configuration in each ORC stage can be the same working fluid, or can be the
different working fluids in different stages. The geothermal fluid, first, exchanges heat with
the working fluid in the HTS (superheater, evaporator, and preheater), and finally with the
working fluid in the LTS. After that, the geothermal fluid is injected into the geothermal
well. The HTS and LTS have their own turbines, condensers, and circulation pumps.

2.2. Thermodynamic Modeling and Assumptions

The selected configurations of the ORC geothermal systems were simulated using
computer programs developed using the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software,
version 9.370 published by F-Chart Software, Madison, WI, USA [23]. Each component of
the system was defined as a control volume for which the principles of mass conservation
and the first and second laws of thermodynamics were applied.

The ORC plant thermodynamic performance could be evaluated when values of all
model variables were defined. The fixed variables, or model parameters, were assumed
prior to calculation and kept constant in the thermodynamic optimization procedure. The
design variables, or independent variables, were determined by the optimization routine.
The model parameters used in all simulations are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Model parameters used in the simulations for all stimulation.

Pump isotropic efficiency (%) 70

Turbine isotropic efficiency (%) 85

Pump and turbine mechanical efficiency (%) 95

Condenser cooling medium - Air

Geothermal heat source temperature (◦C) 120/140/160/180

Evaporator pinch point (◦C) 10

Condenser pinch point (◦C) 5

Condensation temperature (◦C) 35

Mass flow value of the heat source
medium (kg/s) 1

Pressure of the heat sink medium (bar) 1

Temperature of the heat sink medium (◦C) 20

Pressure of the heat source medium (bar) 10

Heat source medium - (geothermal) water

Subcooling temperature difference (◦C) 2

About ten years ago, the ORC plant with supercritical parameters was built in Italy, and in
the USA there were three such plants. Although in recent years ORC plants with supercritical
parameters have aroused significant interest in the scientific community, no development
projects of such plants have been recorded in commercial practice. Therefore, we chose to
study only the thermodynamic characteristics of ORC plants with subcritical working fluid
conditions. The evaporation pressures in all ORC configurations could have maximum values
which were 10% lower than the critical pressure for the specified working fluid.

In the selected ORC configurations, some technical details were provided to ensure
safe operation of the plants. Therefore, the ORC configurations were all equipped with
superheaters and subcoolers.

Superheating of working fluid negatively affects the efficiency of an ORC plant with
dry fluid, positively affects an ORC plant with wet fluid, and almost does not affect
an ORC with isentropic fluid [24]. An experimental observation by [25] indicated that
superheating was necessary even for dry working fluid, due to the appearance of the liquid
entrainment phenomenon. The superheating of the working fluid was also necessary due
to the regulations of the ORC plant. Therefore, the selected ORC configurations all had
working fluid superheaters as a standard plant component. The minimum value of the
working fluid overheating was 5 ◦C.

The main circulation pump was installed at the outlet of the condenser. However, the
working fluid at the outlet of the condenser was in a saturated liquid state, which meant
that its pressure was equal to the vapor pressure. The vapor pressure is the pressure (at
the appropriate temperature) at which the liquid begins to boil or evaporate. In such a
situation, cavitation occurs in the main circulation pump. Cavitation is the formation and
sudden compression of steam bubbles in the pump, because evaporation of the working
fluid occurs due to the pressure drop below the vapor pressure. Long-term operation of the
pump in cavitation mode can significantly damage the pump. This means that a sufficiently
high pressure must be ensured in front of the main circulation pump, or the temperature of
the working fluid in front of the pump must be sufficiently reduced. The required pressure
can be achieved by creating a static pressure difference by positioning the main circulation
pump vertically, sufficiently below the condenser. Such an intervention is difficult to carry
out in practice without a significant increase in material costs. Another solution is to install
a heat exchanger—subcooler that can achieve thermal subcooling of the working fluid in
front of the main circular pump. Subcooling is undesirable in terms of system efficiency,
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but it is necessary in order to exclude main circular pump cavitation. It was assumed that
subcooling of 2 ◦C (∆TSC in Table 1) was sufficient to prevent cavitation in the system.

It is envisaged that condensation (desuperheating, condensation, and subcooling)
takes place in air-cooled condensers. In the literature [26] it has been suggested that the
air cooling process required a power input in the range of 0.5–1.25 kW to remove 100 kW
of the heat. In all simulations, 1 kW input power per 100 kW of the removed heat was
considered to be the correct value.

In the mathematical model formulations for all of the ORC configuration systems, the
following assumptions are made:

1. The mass flow rate of the working fluid in all considered ORC configurations is
1.0 kg/s;

2. The systems operate in a steady-state condition;
3. Changes in kinetic and potential energies are neglected;
4. The pumps and the turbines operate adiabatically with appropriate isentropic and

mechanical efficiencies, as given in Table 2;
5. Pressure losses are neglected through the heat exchangers and in the pipelines;
6. The geothermal field is considered to be a water-dominated reservoir and geothermal

brine is assumed to be a saturated liquid state.

2.2.1. Energy System Models and Assumptions

Mass and energy balances for each component of the selected configurations of geother-
mal systems at steady-state conditions are:

∑
.

min = ∑
.

mout (1)

.
Q +

.
W = ∑

.
mouthout − ∑

.
minhin (2)

where the subscripts in and out represent the inlet and outlet states, respectively;
.

Q and
.

W are the net heat and work inputs, respectively;
.

m is the mass flow; and h is the specific
enthalpy. The relationship for each component for the SORC and DP ORC configurations
are given in Table 3 and the relations for each component in Appendix A,Table A1. The
relations for each component (first law analysis) for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC and DS
HTSIHE ORC configurations are given in Appendix A, Table A2.

Table 3. Model parameters used in the simulations for the SORC and DP ORC configurations.

Name Pcr (bar) Tcr (◦C) Safety
Group ODP GWP

Cyclopentane 45.15 238.54 A3 0 11

N-pentane
R601 33.6 196 n.a. 0 20

Isopentane
(ic5) R601a 33.78 187.2 A3 0 20

Neopentane
R601b 31.96 160.6 n.a. 0 20

R1233zd(E) 35.7 165.6 A1 0.00034 7
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Table 3. Cont.

Name Pcr (bar) Tcr (◦C) Safety
Group ODP GWP

R245fa 36.51 154.01 B1 0 1050

R1234ze(Z) 35.3 153.7 A2L 0 6

n-butane
R600 37.9 152 A3 0 3

isobutane
(ic4) R600a 36.29 135 A3 0 3.3

R1234ze(E) 36.4 109.4 A2 0 6

R134a 40.59 101 A1 0 1430

R1234yf 33.8 94.7 A2Lr 0 4.4

2.2.2. Conventional Exergy System Models

Exergy of each stream in the ORC system (
.
E) consists of four different parts:

.
E =

.
Ek +

.
Ep +

.
Eph +

.
Ech (3)

where
.
Ek is kinetic exergy,

.
Ep is potential exergy,

.
Eph is physical exergy, and

.
Ech is chemical

exergy. In this research, chemical, kinetic, and potential exergies are neglected; only physical
exergy is taken into consideration. Total exergy of a fluid stream can be written as follows
(index o refers to the environmental state):

.
E =

.
m[(h − ho)− To(s − so)] (4)

The conventional exergy analysis method constructs an exergy equilibrium equation
for a specific component in the system and for the entire system. An exergy equilibrium
equation for the k-th component in the system is established as follows:

.
EFk =

.
EPk +

.
EDk (5)

where
.
EFk is the fuel exergy of the k-th component,

.
EPk is the product exergy of the k-th

component, and
.
EDk is the exergy destruction in the k-th component. The fuel exergy of

the k-th component is exergetic resource expended to provide product exergy, the product
exergy is the desired exergy obtained from the k-th component, and exergy destruction
or internal exergy loss is the exergy destroyed due the irreversibility within the k-th
component. An exergy equilibrium equation for the system is established as follows:

.
EFtot =

.
EPtot +

.
EDtot +

.
ELtot (6)

where
.
EFtot ,

.
EPtot ,

.
EDtot , and

.
ELtot represent the fuel exergy, product exergy, exergy destruction,

and exergy loss of the overall system, respectively. Exergy loss or external exergy loss is
the exergy transfer from the system to its surroundings. The exergy relations used in
the conventional exergy analysis for the SORC and DP ORC configurations are given in
Appendix A, Table A3, and the exergy relations used in the conventional exergy analysis
for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC and DS HTSIHE ORC configurations are given in Table
Appendix A, Table A4. The condenser is a dissipative component, since exergy is destroyed
without any useful product, and therefore, the equations for the condenser are in parentheses.

2.3. Selected Working Fluids

The most important element in the design process of an ORC plant is certainly working
fluid selection. Generally speaking, working fluids used in ORC plants can be classified
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into three main categories, i.e., dry, wet and isentropic fluids. Fluids with simple molec-
ular structures behave as wet fluids, while fluids with higher complexity act as the dry
fluids. Intermediate fluids belong to isentropic fluids [27]. During the selection process,
the environmental factors, such as ozone depletion potential (ODP) and global warming
potential (GWP), should be considered, because they contribute to sustainable develop-
ment. International protocols such as the Montreal Protocol [28], Kyoto Protocol, and Paris
Agreement have predicted the substitution of harmful substances that deplete the ozone
layer. According to the Montreal Protocol, chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) refrigerants were
phased out due to their high ODP and GWP values. Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC)
refrigerants were introduced as substitutes for CFC because they have similar thermody-
namic characteristics and having a medium to high GWP and intermediate ODP values.
The Montreal Protocol was revised to phase out all HCFCs by 2030. R245fa and R134a
represent the most commonly used working fluids in various ORC plants. These working
fluids are the most famous representatives of hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) refrigerants. HFCs
are third-generation refrigerants and were introduced as transitional substitutes for CFCs
and HCFCs. These working fluids have zero ODP, but have high GWP values.

According to the abovementioned information, working fluids that will be used in
ORC plants in the future must have zero ODP and low GWP values (lower than 150), and
they must achieve good thermodynamic performances in ORC plants. Working fluids that
are considered to meet these criteria are HFC with low-GWP, natural refrigerants (carbon
dioxide, ammonia, and water), hydrocarbons, and hydrofluoroolefins. Hydrofluoroolefins
(HFOs) are environmentally friendly working fluids due to zero ODP and low GWP values.
These working fluids are considered to be suitable alternatives to HFC refrigerants [29].
They are mildly flammable, may release hazardous substances, have a high price, and
require additional safety requirements [30]. The thermodynamic performance of hydroflu-
oroolefins as working fluids in ORC plants is still in the research phase [31]. Hydrocarbons
(HC) are natural refrigerants that have zero ODP and low GWP values, as well as very
good thermodynamic properties [32]. Hydrocarbons provide good compatibility with
lubricating oils, they have a low price, and they are highly flammable. Twelve working
fluids were selected for research purposes and their basic characteristics are presented in
Appendix A, Table A5. Four working fluids were hydrofluoroolefins (R1234yf, R1234ze(Z),
R1234ze(E), and R1233zd(E)), while six working fluids were hydrocarbons (cyclopentane,
n-pentane (R601), isopentane (R601a), neopentane (R601b), n-butane (R600), and isobutane
(R600a)). Hydrochlorofluorocarbon refrigerants R-134a and R-245fa were used for the
comparison of the thermodynamic performances predicted by the other hydrocarbons and
the hydrofluoroolefins.

2.4. Systems Optimization Procedures

Within the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software package, a genetic algorithm
(GA) was chosen for the optimization process. The specificity of the genetic algorithm (GA)
is to reliably locate global optimal values even if the surface has many local peaks, but the
process of finding the global optimum is time-consuming. The genetic algorithm has three
control operators which need to be selected which are the number of individuals (popu-
lation), the number of generations, and the maximal mutation rate. The first two control
operators are considered to be the most important ones. Before performing calculations, a
sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to select the appropriate values for the number
of individuals and the number of generations, while the mutation rate was set to 0.2625
in all simulations. For all the optimization calculations, the number of individuals was
100 and the number of generations was 200, as a compromise between the accuracy of the
results and computational time.

In this research, different pinch point temperature difference settings are considered
as constraints for the optimization. The pinch point temperature difference setting has
important consequences on system performance and the cost of the heat exchangers. In the
DS HTS IHE ORC configuration, the pinch point temperature difference in the recuperator
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or IHE (∆TppIHE ) is the temperature difference between points 8 and 2 (Figure 2d). This
parameter influences the internal heat exchanger (IHE) effectiveness, and also the size of
the IHE. For these reasons, the ∆TppIHE value is limited to 8 ◦C, which ensures that the IHE
effectiveness is large enough with a reasonable IHE size. In the DS parHTS LTPH ORC
configuration, the pinch point temperature difference of the low temperature preheater in
the HTS was selected to be 10 ◦C, while, for the LTS preheater, a value of 9 ◦C was selected.
Choosing these values affects the size of the parallel flows of geothermal fluid, but does not
affect the net power value of the ORC plant. Optimization of the pinch point temperature
difference settings was not considered in this research.

The target of this study is to define the best combination of working fluid(s) and
ORC configurations for different low and medium enthalpy geothermal field temperatures
(120 ◦C, 140 ◦C, 160 ◦C, and 180 ◦C). The objective function is the net power output which
is maximized for a given geothermal source and ORC configuration. For each ORC config-
uration, the pinch point temperature differences (model parameters and constraints) are
reasonable values assigned which are strictly related to economic considerations. For the
SORC independent variables, cycle maximum pressure and superheating temperature differ-
ence were selected. In all simulations, the bounds for superheating temperature differences
were from 5 ◦C to 20 ◦C. For cycle maximal pressure, the bounds were separately deter-
mined by parametric analysis for each working fluid. For the dual-pressure ORC (DP ORC),
the independent variables were high pressure, low pressure, high-pressure superheating
temperature difference, and low-pressure superheating temperature difference. The bounds
for cycle high pressure and low pressure were separately determined by parametric analysis
for each working fluid. For the DS parHTSLTPH ORC, the independent variables were HTS
pressure, LTS pressure, HTS superheating temperature difference, and LTS superheating
temperature difference. The bounds for HTS pressure and LTS pressure were separately
determined by parametric analysis for each working fluid. For the DS HTSIHE ORC, the
independent variables were HTS pressure, LTS pressure, HTS maximum temperature, and
LTS superheating temperature difference. The bounds for HTS pressure and LTS pressure
were separately determined by parametric analysis for each working fluid.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thermodynamic Optimization Proposed ORC Configurations

The selected ORC configuration performances are optimized for maximum net power
output. Some important results obtained from the optimization runs are shown in this
section. The results for the SORC configuration are shown in Figure 3 and Appendix A,
Table A5.
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The highest values of net power at temperatures of 120 ◦C and 140 ◦C are achieved
with the working fluid R1234yf, namely 15.74 and 31.07 kW. At geothermal temperatures
of 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C, the best results are achieved by the working fluids R1234ze(E) and
isobutane with a net power of 48.58 kW and 67.23 kW, respectively. Thus, the highest
values of net power are achieved by working fluids that have a critical temperature value
from 25.3 ◦C to 50.6 ◦C lower than the geothermal fluid temperature. Similar results were
achieved for the DP ORC configuration, which are shown in Appendix A, Table A6 and in
Figure 4. At lower geothermal fluid temperature values (120 ◦C and 140 ◦C), the highest net
power is realized with R1234yf, with values of 18.58 kW and 31.07 kW, respectively. At a
geothermal fluid temperature of 160 ◦C, the highest net power is generated with isobutene
(50.0 kW), while at 180 ◦C, n-butane achieves the best performance with 69.67 kW. Similar
to the previous ORC configuration, the highest values of net power were achieved by
working fluids whose critical temperature values are from 25.3 ◦C to 30.6 ◦C lower than
the inlet temperature of the geothermal fluid. It is interesting to note that when comparing
the SORC and DP ORC configurations, the greatest increase in net power is achieved with
working fluids with the highest value of critical temperature (cyclopentane). The indicated
increase in net power decreases as the geothermal fluid temperature increases, and the
magnitude of the critical temperature of the working fluid decreases. For example, the
working fluid R1234yf, which achieves the highest net power values at lower values of the
geothermal fluid temperatures, achieves a very small increase in net power at 120 ◦C, while
at a temperature of 140 ◦C it achieves a negative increase.
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The net power output of the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration, as a function of the
working fluids in the HTS and LTS stages, for the geothermal heat source characteristic
temperatures is shown in the Figure 5. For this ORC configuration, 144 combinations of
working fluids were optimized for each geothermal heat source characteristic temperature.
In Figure 5, the values of the net power for the geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C are
presented. In general, it can be observed that there is a relatively small difference in the
optimal net power output of the corresponding ORC configurations which have different
working fluids in the HTS and the LTS, especially with working fluids in the HTS whose
critical temperature values are much higher than the geothermal fluid temperature. The
value of net power tends to increase more significantly in configurations with working
fluids in the HTS whose value of critical temperatures is lower than the geothermal fluid
temperature. Furthermore, there are only relatively small deviations in the value of the
net power between the configurations in which the same working fluid is used in the
HTS. The value of the net power (mainly) increases slightly from the working fluids in the
LTS with the highest values, to the working fluids with the lowest values of the critical
temperature. The configuration with R1234yf working fluid in the HTS, which has a lower
critical temperature value than all considered working fluids, achieves the highest values of
net power. The highest value of net power of 18.51 (kW) was achieved by the configuration
with R1234yf in the HTS and the LTS. Approximately 85% of the net power is realized in the
HTS, while the remaining 15% is realized in the LTS. At a geothermal fluid temperature of
140 ◦C, a similar pattern of realized values of net power occurs, as shown in Figure 6. The
maximum net power values appear in configurations where the working fluid in the HTS is
R1234ze(E). The DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration with a combination of working fluids
R1234ze(E)/R1234yf (HTS/LTS) achieves the highest value of net power in the amount of
30.96 kW. With an increase in the geothermal fluid temperature (from 160 ◦C to 180 ◦C),
the pattern net power values of ORC configurations changes significantly, as shown in
Figure 3. At 160 ◦C, the highest values of net power are achieved by configurations with
isobutane in the HTS, while at 180 ◦C, the highest values of net power are achieved by
configurations with R1234ze(Z) and R245fa (slightly lower values) in the HTS. From the
analyzed results, it can be concluded that the highest values of net power are achieved by
configurations whose working fluids in the HTS have a critical temperature value that is
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from 25 ◦C to 30 ◦C lower than the geothermal fluid temperature. At higher geothermal
fluid temperatures of 120 ◦C, not all working fluids are taken into consideration. The reason
for this is that these working fluids, which have the lowest values of critical temperatures,
at characteristic temperatures give a solution where the net power of the LTS is represented
in the amount of less than 1 to 2%.

In Figure 6, the net power of the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration, for the geothermal
heat source characteristic temperatures, is shown as a function of the working fluids in the
HTS and the LTS. In total,144 combinations of working fluids are optimized for geothermal
heat source temperatures from 120 ◦C to 160 ◦C, except at 180 ◦C where the working
fluids R1234ze(E), R134a, and R1234yz are not included in the consideration. From the
analysis of the results shown in Figure 6, it can be concluded that, for geothermal fluid
temperatures from 120 ◦C to 160 ◦C, the change pattern of net power values of the ORC
configurations is similar. The ORC configurations with working fluids in the HTS whose
critical temperature values are much higher than the geothermal fluid temperature have
relatively small differences in the optimal net power output. The value of net power
increases more significantly in the ORC configurations with working fluids in the HTS
whose value of critical temperatures is lower than the geothermal fluid temperature, and
the highest values of net power are achieved by ORC configurations whose working fluids
in the HTS have critical temperature values that are from 25.3 ◦C to 50.6 ◦C lower than the
geothermal fluid temperature. For the ORC configurations with the same working fluid in
the HTS, relatively small deviations appear in the net power values, which increase slightly
from the working fluids in the LTS with the highest values, to the working fluids with the
lowest values of the critical temperature. At a geothermal fluid temperature of 180 ◦C, all
net power values are quite similar, except in a narrow area where they reach maximum
values. The ORC configurations with R1234yf in the HTS achieve the highest values of net
power at 120 ◦C; at 140 ◦C, these are the ORC configurations with R134a; at 160 ◦C, these
are ORC configurations with R1234ze(E); while at 180 ◦C, these are ORC configurations
with isobutane.
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One of the goals of this research is to determine how much the net power increases
(or decreases) in selected configurations as compared with the SORC configuration under
the same thermodynamic conditions. Therefore, the value of the SORC net power for
the corresponding working fluid was compared with the value of the net power of the
considered DS configuration with the same working fluid in the HTS. The obtained results
are shown in Figure 7 for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC, and in Figure 8, for the DS HTSIHE
ORC configuration. In the case of DS parHTSLTPH ORC (Figure 7), in general it can be
concluded that there is an increase in net power as compared with the SORC configuration,
but the size of the increase in net power depends on the geothermal fluid temperature and
the type of working fluid in the ORC configuration. The size of the increase in net power
depends solely on the type of working fluid in the HTS. At 120 ◦C, the greatest increase in
net power is achieved with cyclopentane, and the smallest increase in net power occurs
with R1234yf. At 140 ◦C, the configurations with cyclopentane, isopentane, and n-butane
achieve the greatest increases in net power. At 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C, the values of net power
increases are uniform, ranging from 7 kW to 9 kW (at 160 ◦C) and from 8 kW to 10 kW (at
180 ◦C); a significant increase for isobutanes (at 160 ◦C); and a significant drop in net power
values for n-butanes at a geothermal fluid temperature of 180 ◦C. In the case of DS HTSIHE
ORC (Figure 8), in general, it is also possible to conclude that there is an increase in net
power (mostly) as compared with the SORC configuration, but the size of the increase in
net power depends on the geothermal fluid temperature and the type of working fluid in
the ORC configurations. The size of the increase in net power depends solely on the type of
working fluid in the HTS. At lower values of geothermal fluid temperatures (120 ◦C and
140 ◦C), a similar trend of increased net power values can be observed where cyclopentane
achieves the highest values, while R1234yf has a negative increase in net power. At 160 ◦C,
there are uniform values of net power increase ranging from 4 kW to 8 kW; and R1234ze(E),
R134a„ and R1234yf have negative values of net power increase. At 180 ◦C, cyclopentane
again achieves the largest increase in net power value, while isobutane is the only one to
record a negative value of net power increase.
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The thermodynamic states of the working fluids, geothermal fluid (water), and cooling
fluid (air) in characteristic points of the DS ORC configurations with R1234yf in the HTS
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and the LTS for a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C are presented in Appendix A,
Table A7 (for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration) and Appendix A, Table A8 (for the
DS HTSIHE ORC configuration).

3.2. Analysis of Thermodynamic Optimization Results

Figure 9 shows the best representatives of individual ORC configurations that achieve
the highest values of net power at characteristic temperatures of the geothermal fluid. At
a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C, the highest value of net power (18.58 kW) was
achieved by the DP ORC configuration, followed by the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration
(18.51 kW), and the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration (17.32 kW). The lowest value of net
power was realized by the SORC configuration (15.74 kW). It should be noted, in the case of
the DP ORC configuration, that 71% of the work was realized in the low-pressure turbine,
while, in the case of the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration, 84.7% of the net power
was generated in the HTS. In all mentioned ORC configurations, the working fluid was
R1234yf (in the HTS and the LTS in the DS ORC configuration). At a geothermal fluid
temperature of 140 ◦C, all the considered ORC configurations achieved similar values of net
power. The DP ORC configuration achieved a net power of 31.07 kW with working fluid
R1234ze(E), the SORC configuration achieved a net power of 31.03 kW with working fluid
R1234yf, the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration with a combination of working fluids
R1234ze(E)/R1234yf (HTS/LTS) achieved a net power of 30.96 kW, while the DS HTSIHE
ORC configuration with a combination of working fluids R134a/R134a (HTS/LTS) achieved
a net power of 29.2 kW. The characteristic of the double stage (DS) configurations is that
most of the net power is realized in the HTS, and therefore, in the DS parHTSLTPH ORC
configuration, 11.85% of the net power, while in the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration, 11.99%
of the net power is realized in the LTS. It should be noted, in the case of the DS HTSIHE
ORC configuration, that the same highest value of net power (29.2 kW) is achieved by the
combination of working fluids R134a/R1234yf (HTS/LTS). In the case of the mentioned
ORC configuration, the best performance in the category of low GWP working fluids is
achieved by the R1234ze(E)/R1234yf (HTS/LTS) combination, where a net power value
of 28.58 kW is realized. By increasing the temperature of the geothermal fluid to 160 ◦C,
as well as to 180 ◦C, the same order appears of ORC configurations realized net powers.
The most net power is produced in the DP ORC configuration, namely 50.0 kW (at 160 ◦C)
with isobutane and 69.67 kW (at 180 ◦C) with n-butane. The SORC configuration achieves
slightly lower values of net power in the amount of 48.58 kW at 160 ◦C with R1234ze(E),
and at 180 ◦C, it achieves 67.23 kW with isobutane as working fluid. A somewhat lower
value of net power is produced in the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration, while the DS
HTSIHE ORC configuration produces the lowest net power values. At a geothermal fluid
temperature of 160 ◦C, the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration achieves 45.59 kW of net
power with the isobutane/R1234yf working fluid combination, of which 21.68% is realized
in the LTS. The trend of increasing the share of net power in the LTS continues at 180 ◦C,
where, of the produced 63.99 kW with R1234ze(Z)/ R1234ze(Z), 24.1% is realized in the LTS.
The combination of working fluids R1234ze(E)/R134a in the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration
achieves a net power of 42.78 kW at a geothermal fluid temperature of 160 ◦C, while at
180 ◦C with the combination of working fluids isobutane/R134a, it produces 59.28 kW.
However, the share of work in the LTS increases from 11.98% at 160 ◦C to 19.21% at 180 ◦C.
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It has been established in the scientific literature [26] that DP ORC configurations do
not provide any significant gain in net power as compared with the SORC configuration
when the critical temperature of the working fluid is approximately 40 ◦C lower than the
heat source inlet temperature, which corresponds to the optimality criterion of the SORC
configuration that Tcr ≈ Tgeo, in −40 ◦C (Tcr is the critical temperature and Tgeoin is the
inlet temperature of the geothermal fluid). The results obtained for the SORC and DP ORC
configurations, which are given in Tables A6 and A7 (in Appendix A) and Figures 3 and 4,
fully confirm the stated optimality criterion. The question arises whether the mentioned
optimality criterion is valid after the given DS ORC configuration? Therefore, it is necessary
to define the dependence between the geothermal fluid temperature, the critical temper-
atures of the working fluids used in the DS ORC stages, and the improvement potential
of the thermodynamic performance (net power), by analyzing the data shown in Figure 7
for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration, and in Figure 8 for the DS HTSIHE ORC con-
figuration. The analysis of the data for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration indicates
that, due to the limited set of given working fluids, we cannot accurately determine the
value of the optimality criterion for the SORC configuration, but it can be claimed that it
is greater than 30 ◦C. For the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration, the value of the optimality
criterion for the SORC configuration can be relatively accurately determined, and its value
ranges between 39 ◦C and 45 ◦C. Due to the previously stated facts, the value of the tem-
perature difference between the inlet temperature of the geothermal fluid and the critical
temperature of the working fluid in the HTS (hereinafter the term temperature difference
will be used) represents very important information, which we will use to analyze the
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obtained results. At a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C, the working fluids in all
the best representatives of the individual ORC configurations is R1234yf. For the SORC
configuration, the temperature difference is 25.3 ◦C, as well as the temperature difference
for the other considered ORC configurations. That temperature difference value means
that the SORC configuration did not meet the optimality criterion, because the value must
be greater than 40 ◦C. Since all the ORC configurations use the same working fluid, this
means that the DP ORC configuration, as well as the other two DS ORC configurations,
achieve a higher net power value than the SORC configuration. The net power value of
the SORC configuration could be increased if a working fluid with a significantly lower
critical temperature value was available. At a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C,
the best representatives of individual ORC configurations achieve the following temper-
ature differences: SORC 45.3 ◦C (R1234yf), DP ORC 30.6 ◦C (R1234ze(E)), DS HTSIHE
ORC 39.0 ◦C ((R134a/R134a) and DS parHTSLTPH ORC 30.6 ◦C (R1234ze(E)/R1234yf).
The ORC configurations all have temperature difference values at the limit values of the
optimality criterion, which has the consequence that the net power values are similar. The
same logic can be applied to analyze the results obtained at geothermal fluid temperatures
of 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C.

3.3. Conventional Exergy Analysis

A conventional exergy analysis was performed on representatives of all the considered
ORC configurations that achieved the highest value of net power for a given geothermal
fluid temperature.

The results of the conventional exergy analysis are presented in Figure 10. The results
for four considered ORC configuration representatives at a geothermal fluid temperature
of 120 ◦C. Based on the obtained results, it can be seen that the highest exergy losses were
realized in the SORC configuration, followed by the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration, while
the lowest exergy losses were in the DS parHTSLTPH ORC and DP ORC configurations.
In both ORC configurations (SORC and DS HTSIHE ORC), the lower values of net power
achieved were due to the fact that exergy losses were the highest. It should be noted
that these two ORC configurations achieved the lowest values of total exergy destruction;
however, the amount of loss was still too large, and therefore, the net power values
achieved were still the lowest. In all the ORC configurations, the greatest destruction of
exergy occurred in different heat exchangers, during heat removal from the cycle with air in
an air-cooled condenser (desuperheater, especially condenser and subcooler), and during
heat absorbtion heat from the geothermal fluid (preheater, evaporator, and superheat).
The two ORC configurations that achieved the highest net power values at a geothermal
fluid temperature of 120 ◦C were the DP ORC and DC parHTSLTPH ORC configurations.
These ORC configurations achieved approximately the same values of exergy losses and
exergy destruction rates. In general, it can be concluded that at all geothermal fluid
temperatures, except 120 ◦C, the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration achieved the highest
values of exergy losses and exergy destruction rates in heat exchangers that supply heat
to the cycle from the geothermal fluid. At a geothermal fluid temperature of 140 ◦C, all
the ORC configurations (except DSHTSIHE ORC) achieved similar values of the total
sum of exergy losses and exergy destruction. The SORC configuration had the highest
value of the sum of exergy destruction rates, the highest exergy destruction in the pumps
was achieved in the DP ORC configuration, while the highest exergy destruction in the
turbines was achieved by the DS HTSLTPH ORC configuration. At higher geothermal fluid
temperatures (160 ◦C and 180 ◦C) the lowest value of the total sum of exergy losses and
exergy destruction rates were achieved by the DP ORC configuration, which was followed
by the SORC configuration with slightly higher values. The DP ORC configuration achieved
higher values of exergy losses, while the SORC configuration had a higher value of exergy
destruction in heat exchangers that supplied heat to the cycle from the geothermal fluid.
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3.4. Indirect Economic Indicators Analysis

Indirect economic indicators do not directly measure the economics of the entire ORC
configuration, but can qualitatively characterize the cost of some plant components. The
intention is to use selected simple indirect economic indicators to indicate whether the best
representatives of individual ORC configurations that achieve the superior thermodynamic
characteristics have equally good techno-economic characteristics. The selected indirect
economic indicators are total thermal conductance value (AUtot) for heat exchangers [33]
and net power to total thermal conductance ratio (Wnet/AUtot).

The thermal conductance of the k-th heat exchanger (UAk) is proportional to its size,
and could be considered to represent the initial cost of the heat exchanger. Thermal con-
ductance can be calculated from basic thermodynamic data and represents the ratio of
the exchanged heat in the heat exchanger and the mean logarithmic temperature differ-
ence. The total thermal conductance (AUtot) value for a particular ORC configuration is
obtained by adding all the thermal conductance values of individual heat exchangers in
a configuration. Figure 11a shows the values of total thermal conductance for the best
representative ORC configurations depending on the temperature of the geothermal fluid.
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At a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C, the lowest value of total thermal conductance
(AUtot) is achieved by the SORC configuration, while the highest value is achieved by
the DP ORC configuration; the AUtot value of the DP ORC configuration is 67% higher
than that of the SORC configuration. The DSparHTSLTPH ORC and DS HTSIHE ORC
configurations achieve AUtot values that are approximately 24% and 25% higher than that
of the SORC configuration. If we compare the thermal conductance values for the DP
ORC and DS parHTSLTPH ORC configurations, which achieve approximate values of net
power at 120 ◦C, then we see that the DP ORC configuraiton has a significantly higher
thermal conductance value of the heat exchangers for exchange heat from the geothermal
fluid (28.0 versus 17.54 (kW/K)), while the values for the condensers are approximately
the same. Thermal conductance values for all the considered geothermal fluid tempera-
tures for the DS HTSIHE ORC and DS parHTSLTPH ORC configurations achieve similar
values and increase linearly with temperature. An identical trend of linear increase in
the thermal conductance value with geothermal fluid temperature is achieved by the DP
ORC configuration, but with higher values than the previous two ORC configurations.
The SORC configuration realizes a rush linear growth of the thermal conductance value
up to the geothermal fluid temperature of 160 ◦C, when it reaches the maximum value,
which is the highest of all the ORC configurations. This is followed by a drop in the
thermal conductance value, and at 180 ◦C, it achieves a slightly lower value than the DP
ORC configuration. Figure 11b shows the comparison of AUtot/AUtot−SORC values for
the considered configurations. It should be emphasized that at higher geothermal fluid
temperatures (from 140 ◦C to 180 ◦C), double stage (DS) ORC configurations achieve lower
thermal conductance values than the SORC and DP ORC configurations.
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The ratio of the net power to the total thermal conductance (Wnet/AUtot) of an ORC
configuration can be interpreted as the ratio of the system earning and system cost, and
can be used as a preliminary indirect economic indicator. Figure 12 shows the comparison
of the specified indirect economic indicator values (Wnet/AUtot) for the other ORC config-
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urations versus indicator values for the SORC configuration (Wnet−SORC/AUtot−SORC), at
the considered temperatures of the geothermal fluid. At 120 ◦C, the SORC configuration
achieves the highest value of the indicator, while at 140 ◦C and 160 ◦C, the double stage
(DS) configuration has the highest value of the indicator. At a geothermal fluid temperature
of 180 ◦C, all the ORC configurations achieve a similar indicator value. The obtained results
point to the necessity of including economic analysis and optimization in the process of
selecting the most suitable ORC configuration and working fluids for particular geothermal
fluid temperatures.
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4. Conclusions

This study has explored the real potential of selected advanced Organic Rankine
Cycle configurations in improving the thermodynamic performance of the simple ORC
(SORC) for low and medium enthalpy geothermal fields that have temperatures from
120 ◦C to 180 ◦C with the application low global warming potential working fluids. The
considered advanced Organic Rankine Cycle configurations are: dual-pressure ORC (DP
ORC), double stage serial-parallel ORC configuration with a low-temperature preheater in
a high-temperature stage ORC (DS parHTS LTPH ORC), and serial double stage ORC with
internal heat exchanger in high-temperature stage ORC (DS HTSIHE ORC). The selected
Organic Rankine Cycle configurations were all optimized using the net power output as
the objective function. An extensive evaluation of the obtained results made it possible to
draw the following general conclusions.

Working fluids with a low GWP value show excellent thermodynamic characteristics that
depend on the geothermal fluid temperature and the magnitude of the critical temperature.
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The DP ORC and DS parHTSLTPH ORC configurations, depending on the geothermal
fluid temperature, and with the use of the appropriate working fluid(s), achieve very good
thermodynamic characteristics, and therefore, are recommended for use in commercial
engineering applications in future. For the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration (and similar
configurations), it is necessary to carry out further analyses because it achieves high values
of the corresponding indirect economic indicators.

Earlier research has confirmed that there is an optimality criterion of the SORC con-
figuration with regard to the DP ORC configuration. In this work, it is determined that
a similar optimality criterion of the SORC configuration exists for the DS HTSIHE ORC
configuration and the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration (partially identified).

It can be concluded that extensive thermo-economic studies should be carried out to
assess the competitiveness of the considered advanced ORC configurations, since they may
be associated with significantly increased equipment costs.
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Nomenclature
h Specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]
.

m Mass flow rate [kg/s]
.

W Work flow rate power [kW]
.

Q Heat flow rate [kW]
.
E Exergy [kW]
s Specific entropy [kJ/kg]
T Temperature [◦C]
AU Thermal conductance [kW/K]
cp Specific heat capacity [kJ/kgK]
P Pressure [bar]
Greek symbols
η Thermal efficiency [%]

∆T Temperature difference [◦C]

∆
.

W Work rate difference [kW]
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Appendix A

Table A1. The relations for each component (first law analysis) for the SORC and DP ORC configurations.

Configuration
Component SORC DP ORC

Pump

ηp = h2s−h1
h2−h10

.
Wp =

.
mw f ·(h2−h1)

ηm,p

ηp,LP = h2s−h1
h2−h1

.
Wp,LTS =

.
mw f ·(h2−h1)

ηm,p

ηp,HP = h4s−h3
h4−h3

.
Wp,HP =

.
mw f ,HP ·(h4−h3)

ηm,p

Preheater

.
QPH =

.
mw f · (h3 − h2)
.

QPH =
.

mgeo · cp,geo1 · (T11 − T12)

.
QPH,LP =

.
mw f · (h3 − h2)

.
QPH,LP =

.
mgeo · cp,geo6 · (T20 − T21).

QPH,LP =
.

mw f ,HP · (h5 − h4)
.

QPH,HP =
.

mgeo ·
cp,geo3,PH,HP · (T17 − T18)

Evaporator

.
QEV =

.
mw f · (h4 − h8)
.

QEV =
.

mgeo · cp,geo2 · (T10 − T11)

.
QEV,LP =

.
mw f ,LP · (h9 − h3)

.
QEV,LP =

.
mgeo · cp,geo5 · (T19 − T20).

QEV,HP =
.

mw f ,HP · (h6 − h5)
.

QEV,HP =
.

mgeo · cp,geo2 · (T16 − T17)

Superheater

.
QSH =

.
mw f · (h5 − h4)
.

QSH =
.

mgeo · cp,geo3 · (T9 − T10)

.
QSH,LP =

.
mw f ,LP · (h10 − h9)
.

QSH,LP =
.

mgeo · cp,geo4 · (T18 − T19).
QSH,HP =

.
mw f ,HP · (h7 − h6)

.
QSH,HP =

.
mgeo · cp,geo1 · (T15 − T16)

Turbine

ηT = h5−h6
h5−h6s.

WT =
.

mw f · (h5 − h6) · ηm,T

ηT,LP = h11−h12
h11−h12s.

WT,LP =
.

mw f · (h11 − h12) · ηm,T

ηT,HP = h7−h8
h17−h8s.

WT,HP =
.

mw f ,HP · (h7 − h8) · ηm,T

Desuperheater

.
QDSH =

.
mw f · (h6 − h7)

.
QDSH =

.
mair · cp,air1 · (T15 − T16)

.
QDSH =

.
mw f · (h12 − h13)
.

QDSH =
.

mair · cp,air3 · (T25 − T24)

Condenser

.
QCON =

.
mw f · (h7 − h8)

.
QCON =

.
mair · cp,air2 · (T14 − T15)

.
QCON =

.
mw f · (h13 − h14)
.

QCON =
.

mair · cp,air2 · (T24 − T23)

Subcooler

.
QSC =

.
mw f · (h8 − h1)

.
QSC =

.
mair · cp,air3 · (T14 − T13)

.
QSC =

.
mw f · (h14 − h1)

.
QSC =

.
mair · cp,air1 · (T23 − T24)

Mixer/Splitter

.
mw f ,LP · h10 +

.
mw f ,HP · h18 =

.
mw f · h11

.
mw f =

.
mw f ,LP +

.
mw f ,HP
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Table A2. The relations for each component (first law analysis) for the DS parHTSLTPH ORC and DS
HTSIHE ORC configurations.

Configuration
Component DS parHTSLTPH ORC DS HTSIHE ORC

Pump

ηp,LTS = h22s−h21
h22−h21

.
Wp,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS ·(h22−h21)

ηm,p

ηp,LTS = h19s−h18
h19−h18.

Wp,LTS =
.

mw f ,LTS · (h19 − h18)

ηp,HTS = h23−h1
h2−h1

.
Wp,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS ·(h2−h1)

ηm,p

ηp,HTS = h2s−h1
h2−h1

.
Wp,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS ·(h2−h1)

ηm,p

Preheater

.
QPH,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h23 − h22)

.
QPH,LTS = (1 − XHTS) ·

.
mgeo ·

cp,geo,PH,LTS · (T16 − T18)

.
QPH,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h20 − h15)
.

QPH,LTS =
.

mgeo · cp,geo,PH,LTS · (T16 − T17).
QPH2,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h4 − h3)

.
QPH2,HTS =

.
mgeo · cp,geo,PH2,HTS · (T12 − T13)
.

QPH1,HTS =
.

mw f ,HTS · (h2 − h3)
.

QPH1,HTS =
.

mgeo · XHTS ·
cp,geo,PH1,HTS · (T17 − T19)

.
QPH,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h4 − h3)

.
QPH,HTS =

.
mgeo · cp,geo,PH,HTS · (T13 − T14)

Evaporator

.
QEV,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h24 − h23)
.

QEV,LTS =
.

mgeo · cp,geo,EV,LTS · (T14 − T15)

.
QEV,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h21 − h20)
.

QEV,LTS =
.

mgeo · cp,geo,EV,LTS · (T15 − T16).
QEV,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h5 − h4)

.
QEV,HTS =

.
mgeo · cp,geo,EV,HTS · (T11 − T12)

.
QEV,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h5 − h4)

.
QEV,HTS =

.
mgeo · cp,geo,EV,HTS · (T12 − T13)

Superheater

.
QSH,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h25 − h24)
.

QSH,LTS =
.

mgeo · cp,geo,SH,LTS · (T13 − T14)

.
QSH,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h22 − h21)
.

QSH,LTS =
.

mgeo · cp,geo,SH,LTS · (T14 − T15).
QSH,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h6 − h5)

.
QSH,HTS =

.
mgeo · cp,geo,SH,HTS · (T10 − T11)

.
QSH,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h6 − h5)

.
QSH,HTS =

.
mgeo · cp,geo,SH,HTS · (T11 − T12)

Turbine

ηT,LTS = h25−h26
h25−h26s.

WT,LTS =
.

mw f ,LTS · (h25 − h26) · ηm,T

ηT,LTS = h22−h23
h22−h23s.

WT,LTS =
.

mw f ,LTS · (h22 − h23) · ηm,T

ηT,HTS = h6−h7
h6−h7s.

WT,HTS =
.

mw f ,HTS · (h6 − h7) · ηm,T

ηT,HTS = h6−h7
h6−h7s.

WT,HTS =
.

mw f ,HTS · (h6 − h7) · ηm,T

Desuperheater

.
QDSH,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h26 − h27)

.
QDSH,LTS =

.
mair,LTS · cp,air,DSH,LTS · (T36 − T35)

.
QDSH,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h23 − h24)

.
QDSH,LTS =

.
mair,LTS · cp,air,DSH,LTS · (T33 − T32).

QDSH,HTS =
.

mw f ,HTS · (h7 − h8)
.

QDSH,HTS =
.

mair,HTS ·
cp,air,DSH,HTS · (T32 − T31)

.
QDSH,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h8 − h9)

.
QDSH,HTS =

.
mair,HTS ·

cp,air,DSH,HTS · (T29 − T28)
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Table A2. Cont.

Configuration
Component DS parHTSLTPH ORC DS HTSIHE ORC

Condenser

.
QCON,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h27 − h28)

.
QCON,LTS =

.
mair,LTS · cp,air,CON,LTS · (T35 − T34)

.
QCON,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h24 − h25)

.
QCON,LTS =

.
mair,LTS · cp,air,CON,LTS · (T32 − T31).

QCON,HTS =
.

mw f ,HTS · (h8 − h9)
.

QCON,HTS =
.

mair,HTS ·
cp,air,CON,HTS · (T31 − T30)

.
QCON,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h9 − h10)

.
QCON,HTS =

.
mair,HTS ·

cp,air,CON,HTS · (T28 − T27)

Subcooler

.
QSC,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h28 − h21)
.

QSC,LTS =
.

mair,LTS · cp,air,SC,LTS · (T34 − T33)

.
QSC,LTS =

.
mw f ,LTS · (h25 − h18)
.

QSC,LTS =
.

mair,LTS · cp,air,SC,LTS · (T31 − T30).
QSC,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h9 − h1)

.
QSC,HTS =

.
mair,HTS · cp,air,SC,HTS · (T30 − T29)

.
QSC,HTS =

.
mw f ,HTS · (h10 − h1)

.
QSC,HTS =

.
mair,HTS · cp,air,SC,HTS · (T27 − T26)

Mixer/Splitter

XHTS ·
.

mgeo · h19 + (1 − XHTS) ·
.

mgeo · h18 =
.

mgeo · h20
.

mgeo · h15 = XHTS ·
.

mgeo · h17 +

(1 − XHTS) ·
.

mgeo · h16

IHE h7 − h8 = h3 − h2

Table A3. The exergy relations used in the conventional exergy analysis for the SORC and DP ORC
configurations.

Configuration
Component

SORC DP ORC
.
EF,k

.
EP,k

.
EL,k

.
EF,k

.
EP,k

.
EL,k

Pump
.

WP
.
E2 −

.
E1

.
WP,LP

.
E2 −

.
E1.

WP,HP
.
E4 −

.
E3

Preheater
.
E11 −

.
E12

.
E3 −

.
E2

.
E12

.
E20 −

.
E21

.
E3 −

.
E4

.
E21.

E17 −
.
E18

.
E5 −

.
E4

Evaporator
.
E10 −

.
E11

.
EX,4 −

.
EX,3

.
E19 −

.
E20

.
E5 −

.
E3.

E16 −
.
E17

.
E6 −

.
E5

Superheater
.
E9 −

.
E10

.
E5 −

.
E4

.
E10 −

.
E9.

E15 −
.
E16

.
E7 −

.
E6

Turbine
.
E5 −

.
E6

.
E11 −

.
E12

.
WT,LP.

E7 −
.
E8

.
WT,HP

Condenser (
.
E1 −

.
E5)

(
.
E15 −

.
E13)

.
E16

(
.
E12 −

.
E11)

(
.
E25 −

.
E22)

.
E25

Mixer/Splitter
.
E8 +

.
E10

.
E11

Table A4. The exergy relations used in the conventional exergy analysis for the DS parHTSLTPH
ORC and DS HTSIHE ORC configurations.

Configuration
Component

DS parHTSLTPH ORC DS HTSIHE ORC
.
EF,k

.
EP,k

.
EL,k

.
EF,k

.
EP,k

.
EL,k

Pump
.

WP,HTS
.
E2 −

.
E1

.
WP,HTS

.
E2 −

.
E1.

WP,LTS
.
E21 −

.
E22

.
WP,LTS

.
E19 −

.
E18
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Table A4. Cont.

Configuration
Component

DS parHTSLTPH ORC DS HTSIHE ORC
.
EF,k

.
EP,k

.
EL,k

.
EF,k

.
EP,k

.
EL,k

Preheater

.
E12 −

.
E13

.
E4 −

.
E3

.
E13 −

.
E14

.
E2 −

.
E3.

E17 −
.
E19

.
E3 −

.
E2

.
E19.

E16 −
.
E18

.
E23 −

.
E22

.
E18

.
E16 −

.
E17

.
E20 −

.
E19

.
E17

Evaporator
.
E11 −

.
E12

.
E4 −

.
E3

.
E12 −

.
E13

.
E5 −

.
E4.

E13 −
.
E14

.
E24 −

.
E23

.
E15 −

.
E16

.
E21 −

.
E20

Superheater
.
E10 −

.
E11

.
E6 −

.
E5

.
E11 −

.
E12

.
EX,6 −

.
EX,5.

E13 −
.
E14

.
E25 −

.
E24

.
E14 −

.
E15

.
E22 −

.
E21

Turbine
.
E6 −

.
E7

.
WT,HTS

.
E6 −

.
E7

.
WT,HTS.

E25 −
.
E26

.
WT,LTS

.
E22 −

.
E23

.
WT,LTS

Condenser (
.
E26 −

.
E21) (

.
E36 −

.
E33)

.
E36 (

.
E8 −

.
E1) (

.
E29 −

.
E26)

.
E29.

E7 −
.
E1

.
E32 −

.
E26

.
E32

.
E23 −

.
E12

.
E33 −

.
E36

.
E33

IHE
.
E7 +

.
E8

.
E3 −

.
E2

Table A5. The obtained results of the net power optimization for the SORC configuration.

SORC 120 ◦C 140 ◦C 160 ◦C 180 ◦C

Cyclopentane Wnet 13.52 22.33 33.54 47.36
Pmax 2.169 2.863 3.74 4.861

n-Pentane
Wnet 13.61 22.71 34.49 49.37
Pmax 3.24 4.247 5.552 7.282

Isopentane Wnet 13.75 22.98 35 50.28
Pmax 4.059 5.28 6.857 8.969

R1233zd(E)
Wnet 13.88 23.26 35.59 51.6
Pmax 5.858 7.669 10.09 13.59

Neopentane Wnet 13.95 23.52 32.29 53.34
Pmax 6.68 8.589 11.15 15.04

R245fa
Wnet 14.09 23.78 36.75 54.25
Pmax 7.087 9.44 12.72 18.12

n-butane
Wnet 13.9 23.44 36.24 53.77
Pmax 9.196 11.79 15.36 21.5

R1234ze(Z)
Wnet 13.83 23.23 35.72 52.53
Pmax 7.678 10.04 13.35 19.03

Isobutane
Wnet 14.08 24.06 38.24 67.23
Pmax 12.41 15.99 21.96 32.76

R1234ze(E)
Wnet 14.63 27.36 48.58 59.89
Pmax 19.23 32.69 32.69 32.06

R134a
Wnet 14.84 29.15 45.94 53.35
Pmax 25.84 36.53 36.53 33.01

R1234yf Wnet 15.74 31.03 41.81 34.69
Pmax 27.3 30.44 30.44 20.37
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Table A6. The obtained results of the net power optimization for the DP ORC configuration.

DP ORC 120 ◦C 140 ◦C 160 ◦C 180 ◦C

Cyclopentane

Wnet 17.38 28.24 41.75 57.96
∆WnetSORC 3.86 5.91 8.21 10.6

PHP 2.989 4.189 5.544 7.688
PLP 1.549 1.87 2.244 2.727

∆TSH HP 5.287 5.468 5.001 5
∆TSH LP 5.492 5.993 5.093 5.151

n-Pentane

Wnet 17.15 28.04 41.64 58.1
∆WnetSORC 3.54 5.33 7.15 8.73

PHP 4.35 6.001 8.19 11
PLP 2.234 2.846 3.42 4.107

∆TSH HP 5 5 5.17 5.017
∆TSH LP 5.051 5.005 5.003 5.02

Isopentane

Wnet 17.26 28.23 41.94 58.53
∆WnetSORC 3.51 5.25 6.94 8.25

PHP 5.38 7.329 9.941 13.25
PLP 2.954 3.569 4.297 5.136

∆TSH HP 5.009 5.007 5.002 5.001
∆TSH LP 5.003 5.001 5.004 5.067

R1233zd(E)

Wnet 17.49 28.73 42.98 60.71
∆WnetSORC 3.61 5.47 7.39 9.11

PHP 7.786 10.73 14.56 20.81
PLP 4.267 5.18 6.275 7.89

∆TSH HP 5.013 5.019 5.012 5.004
∆TSH LP 5.056 5.044 5.111 5.021

Neopentane

Wnet 17.3 28.38 42.39 59.82
∆WnetSORC 3.35 4.86 6.1 6.48

PHP 8.626 11.66 15.47 21.53
PLP 5.006 6.003 7.104 8.594

∆TSH HP 5.001 5 5.001 5.002
∆TSH LP 5.011 5.001 5.001 5.012

R245fa

Wnet 17.63 29.05 43.63 68.79
∆WnetSORC 3.54 5.27 6.88 14.54

PHP 9.468 13.23 18.34 36.39
PLP 5.096 6.261 7.724 7.49

∆TSH HP 5.004 5.002 5.008 5.021
∆TSH LP 5.012 5 5.027 5.139

DP ORC 120 ◦C 140 ◦C 160 ◦C 180 ◦C

n-butane

Wnet 17.4 28.66 43.16 69.67
∆WnetSORC 3.5 5.22 6.92 15.9

PHP 11.83 15.76 22 37.96
PLP 6.923 8.221 10 10.2

∆TSH HP 5 5.005 5 5.015
∆TSH LP 5.001 5.001 5 5.014

R1234ze(Z)

Wnet 17.5 28.82 43.31 62.67
∆WnetSORC 3.67 5.59 7.59 10.14

PHP 10.11 13.93 19.45 31.8
PLP 5.606 6.784 8.42 10.64

∆TSH HP 5.058 5.075 5.01 5.004
∆TSH LP 5.66 5.078 5.607 5.102

Isobutane

Wnet 17.46 29 50 67.27
∆WnetSORC 3.38 4.94 11.84 0.04

PHP 15.7 21.13 36.4 32.76
PLP 9.454 11.31 11.21 6.904

∆TSH HP 5 5.004 5.024 5.063
∆TSH LP 5.014 5.006 6.02 9.138
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Table A6. Cont.

DP ORC 120 ◦C 140 ◦C 160 ◦C 180 ◦C

R1234ze(E)

Wnet 17.87 31.07 47.6
∆WnetSORC 3.24 3.71 −0.98

PHP 24.40 32.67 32.69
PLP 14.22 15.49 9.021

∆TSH HP 5.035 5.005 5.828
∆TSH LP 5.003 5.229 5.927

R134a

Wnet 18.05 30.75
∆WnetSORC 3.21 1.6

PHP 32.98 36.52
PLP 18.9 16.51

∆TSH HP 5.809 5.027
∆TSH LP 6 7.257

R1234yf

Wnet 18.58 30.97
∆WnetSORC 2.84 −0.06

PHP 30.44 30.44
PLP 17 9.079

∆TSH HP 5 5.019
∆TSH LP 5 6.588

Table A7. Thermodynamic states of the working fluids, geothermal fluid (water), and cooling fluid
(air) in characteristic points of the DS parHTSLTPH ORC configuration with R1234yf in HTS and LTS
stages for a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C.

State Fluid T (◦C) P (bar) H (kJ/kg) S (kj/kgK) M (kg/s)

1

wf HTS

33 8.952 244.8 1.153

1.273

2 35.2 30.44 247.6 1.156

3 62.07 30.44 287.4 1.279

4 89.41 30.44 341.1 1.433

5 89.41 30.44 394.3 1.579

6 94.41 30.44 409.5 1.621

7 41.81 8.952 392.1 1.631

8 35 8.952 384.6 1.606

9 35 8.952 247.6 1.162

10

geofluid

120 10 504.4 1.527

1

11 115.4 10 485 1.478

12 99.41 10 417.3 1.3

13 83.15 10 349 1.112

14 82.46 10 346.1 1.104

15 72.07 10 302.5 0.9789

16 72.07 10 302.5 0.9789

17 72.07 10 302.5 0.9789

18 42.86 10 180.4 0.61

19 57.95 10 243.4 0.805

20 55.8 10 234.4 0.777
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Table A7. Cont.

State Fluid T (◦C) P (bar) H (kJ/kg) S (kj/kgK) M (kg/s)

21

wf LTS

33 8.952 244.8 1.153

0.4046

22 33.86 17.2 245.9 1.154

23 62.07 17.2 289 1.288

24 62.07 17.2 396.6 1.609

25 67.07 17.2 403.7 1.63

26 43.29 8.952 393.7 1.636

27 35 8.952 384.6 1.606

28 35 8.952 247.6 1.162

29

air

20 1 293.3 6.845

18.6430 20.19 1 293.5 6.846

31 29.49 1 302.9 6.878

32 30 1 303.4 6.879

33 20 1 293.3 6.845

5.98934 20.19 1 293.5 6.846

35 29.39 1 302.8 6.877

36 30 1 303.4 6.879

Table A8. Thermodynamic states of the working fluids, geothermal fluid (water), and cooling fluid
(air) in characteristic points of the DS HTSIHE ORC configuration with R1234yf in HTS and LTS
stages for a geothermal fluid temperature of 120 ◦C.

State Fluid T (◦C) P (bar) h (kJ/kg) s (kj/kgK) m (kg/s)

1

wf HTS

33 8.952 244.8 1.153

0.928

2 35.06 29.02 247.5 1.155

3 53.03 29.02 273.6 1.238

4 87.01 29.02 335.2 1.417

5 87.01 29.02 396.3 1.586

6 110 29.02 439.9 1.704

7 67.16 8.952 419.6 1.715

8 43.06 8.952 393.5 1.635

9 35 8.952 384.6 1.606

10 35 8.952 247.6 1.162

11

geofluid

120 10 504.4 1.527

1

12 110.5 10 464 1.423

13 97.01 10 407.3 1.273

14 83.4 10 350 1.115

15 82.49 10 346.2 1.104

16 66.81 10 280.5 0.9155

17 62.03 10 260.5 0.8562
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Table A8. Cont.

State Fluid T (◦C) P (bar) h (kJ/kg) s (kj/kgK) m (kg/s)

18

wf LTS

33 8.952 244.8 1.153

0.5746

19 33.66 15.27 245.6 1.154

20 56.81 15.27 280.5 1.263

21 56.81 15.27 394.8 1.61

22 61.81 15.27 401.5 1.63

23 42.85 8.952 393.2 1.634

24 35 8.952 384.6 1.606

25 35 8.952 247.6 1.162

26

air

20 1 293.3 6.845

13.7127 20.19 1 293.5 6.846

28 29.4 1 302.8 6.877

29 30 1 303.4 6.879

30 20 1 293.3 6.845

8.47831 20.2 1 293.5 6.846

32 29.42 1 302.8 6.877

33 30 1 303.4 6.879
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